
KENDRIYA VIDYALYA PATTOM (SHIFT-II) 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORKS ( APR-MAY 2017) 

XII COMPUTER SCIENCE 

1 Out of the following, find those identifiers, which cannot be used for naming Variable, Constants or 

Functions in a C++ program: 

_Cost, Price*Qty, float, Switch, Address One, Delete, Number12, do 

2 Specify whether the following are keywords or user defined identifiers 

While, case ,new, abc123 

3 Ronica Jose has started learning C++ and has typed the following program. When she compiled the 

following code written by her, she discovered that she needs to include some header files to successfully 

compile and execute it. Write the names of those header files, which are required to be included in the 

code. 
void main() 

{ 

double X,Times,Result; 

cin>>X>>Times; 

Result=pow(X,Times); 

cout<<Result<<endl; 

} 
4 Observe the following program very carefully and write the names of those header file(s), which are 

essentially needed to compile and execute the following program successfully :  

typedef char STRING[80]; 

void main() { STRING Txt[] = “We love Peace”; 

int Count=0; 

while (Txt[Count]!=’\0’) 

if (isalpha(Txt[Count])) 

Txt[Count++]=’@’; 

else 

Txt[Count++]=’#’; 

puts(Txt); 

} 
5 Observe the following C++ code very carefully and rewrite it after removing any/all syntactical errors 

with each correction underlined. 2  

Note : Assume all required header files are already being included in the program.  

#Define float MaxSpeed=60.5;  

void main()  

{ int MySpeed  

char Alert=’N’;  

cin≫MySpeed;  

if MySpeed>MaxSpeed  

Alert=’Y’;  

cout<<Alert<<endline;  

} 
6 

 
7 Write the output of the following C++ program code :  

Note : Assume all required header files are already being included in the program.  

 

void Location(int &X,int Y=4) 



 { Y+=2;  

   X+=Y;  

 }  

void main()  

{ int PX=10,PY=2;  

Location(PY); cout<<PX<<”,”≪PY<<endl; Location(PX,PY);  

cout<<PX<<”,”≪PY<<endl;  

} 

8 What is the difference between Actual Parameters and Formal Parameters? Also, give a suitable C++ code 

to illustrate both 

9 What is the difference between Local variables and Global variables? Also, give a suitable C++ code to 

illustrate both 

10 What is the difference between Call by value and call by reference methods? Also, give a suitable C++ 

code to illustrate both 

11 What is the difference between automatic type conversion (implicit) and type casting (explicit)?Also, give 

a suitable C++ code to illustrate both. 

12 Write the output of the following C++ program code: 

Note: Assume all required header files are already being included in 

the program . 

void Position (int &C1, int C2=3) 

{ 

C1+=2;     C2+=Y; 

} 

void main() 

{ 

int P1=20, P2=4; 

Position(P1); 

cout<<P1<<”,”<<P2<<endl; 

Position(P2,P1); 

cout<<P1<<”,”<<P2<<endl; 

} 

13 What is the difference between  

(a) Entry controlled loops and exit controlled loops. Give name of the loops 

(b) # define and macro. Give examples 

(c) typedef and const. Give examples 

(d) break and continue. Give examples 

 

14 Differentiate between runtime error and syntax error with examples 

15 Find the output of the following program 

#include<iostream.h> 

void main() 

{ 

int var1=25,var2=33; 

for(int i=1; i<=2; i++) 

{ 

   cout<<var1++<<"\t"<<- -var2<<endl; 

   cout<<var2- -<<"\t"<<++var1<<endl; 

} 

} 
         Date of submission : 01 June 2017  (Write the answers in assignment book) 


